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I n the past tlirec years, several academic
and professional scholars have concluded
that long-run real stock returns will be

below historic levels, and tbe equity- risk pre-
mium—tbe additional return on stiKks ccmi-
pared with risk-free securities—will be eitber
w ell below historic levels or negative. One
noteworthy aspect of this literature is tbe list
of contributors. It includes academic stalwarts
Eugene Fania, Kennetb Frencb,Jobn Camp-
bell and Robert Shiller, and leading profes-
sionals sucb as Robert Amott, Cliff Asness
and Peter Bernstein. This study summarizes
and critiques tbis researcb, and explains wby
most scbolars l;>elieve real stock returns will be
below bistoric levels. It tben discusses invest-
ment implication of lower real stock returns.

Kama and Frencb (2001) is indicative of the
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This study reviews and critiques several recent studies that

cor̂ eiude that long-run reat stock returns will be below historic

levels, and the equity risk premium will be below historic

averages—and perhaps negative. It explains the theory behind

the studies'conclusions.This theoretical framework helps when

critiquing these studies and when explaining differences in their

predictions. Finally, it discusses the investment implications of

lower real stock returns.

recent studies. 'Fbe\' analyze historical real
returns on the S&P 500 index (and its
predecessors) from 1950 to 1999. Actual
real returns were 10.33 percent, which can
be separated into tbree components as
shown in Table 1.

For the 50 years, tbe actual real return
was 10.33 percent. The average real dividend
yield was 3.84 percent and the growth in real
earnings was 3.04 percent. Tbe additional
return—more than three percent a year—
was due to the increase in the market's price-
earnings ratio.' If we assume that the
increase in market multiple was unantici-
pated, the expected real stock rettirn \v as
6.92 percent, which essentially matches tbe 7
percent real return Siegel (1998) says U.S.
stocks have consistently provided for long
horizons since 1802. Also, this indicates that
the models' forecasts have not been precise.

Fania, French and most other scbolars
agree with tbe following points: (1) market
returns in tbe last balf of tbe 20''' century,
especially returns in tbe 1980s and 1990s,
were better than expected because market
multiples rose unexpectedly; (2) a substan-
tial decrease in the equity risk premium is

largely responsible for tbe sharp rise in
market multiples. As we shall see, a
decrease in the equity risk premium has
implications for future stock returns.

This section presents two models and tbeir
related equations that have been used to
predict long-run real stock returns. 'I'hey
provide a framework for discussing the
articles and comparing predictions. The
models predict long-run real stock returns
as the sum of dividend yield and growth.

Tbe earnings model is

predicted average real return =
(D/P) + iiinnvrb nite in
normal level of real EPS)

wbere D, is projected year-ahead divi-
dends, Pis today's stock price, and D;/Pis
projected year-ahead dividend yield. Real
F.PS means inflation-adjusted earnings per
share. 'Fbe normal level of real FPS is the
level in the absence of c\clica] influences.
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The corresponding earnings cfjuation is

aetua! real return —
(D,/P) + {grov^'th nte in

normal level of real I .PS) +
(percent chatige in tiormal P/E)

where normal P/K is price divided by
normal earnings.

The earnings equation is a mathematical
identity. It must be true. By definition, aver-
age real return is the average 'dividend yield
plus the average real price appreciation.
Mathematically, P = Ex (P/E). Therefore,
average price appreciation must equal the
average growth in normal KPS plus average
growth in normal P/E (when expressed in
continuously compounded form).

I he earnings model does not have tbe
last term mentioned above, tbe percent
change in normal P/E. Therefore, it provides
rational stock market forecast;; onl\' w hen
this term is zero—tbat is, wben today's
normal P/E is a rational forecast of the
noiTnai P/E at tbe end of the forecast hori-
zon. I his condition prevails il tbe market's
nomial P/E is long-run stable at toda)''s
level; w hen it deviates from today's level, it
will tend to revert to this long-run mean."

The dividends model is;

predicted average reni return —
{Di/P) + (growth tate in
nortnal level ot real DPS)

Dividends per share display little cyclical
pattern. Therefore, we some:imes drop the
"normal" qualifier. The corri;sponding divi-
dends equation is

aetual return = (D/P) +
(growth rate in real DPS) +

(percent change in P/D)

Fhe dividends equation must be true. By
definition, average real return is the average
dividend yield plus the average real price
appreciation. Mathematically P - D .\
(P/D). Therefore, average pri:e appreciation

Actual Real Return

Expected Real Return

Implications of Decreases in Dividend Payout Ratio
and Equity Risk Premium

= 7% + 0%

= 4.2%+ 2.8%

= 2.1%+ 4.9%

= 1.44%+ 3.34%

Payout Ratio

100%

i 60%

30%

30%

P/E, P/D,

14.3 14.3

14.3 |; 23.8

14.3 47.7

20.9 I 69.7
Km denotes the ma'ket's required real rate of return and, in equilibrium, its expected real rate of return. D. /P denotes the expected
year-ahead dividend yield, while g is the expected long run growth rate m real dividends, earnings, and price. P/E, and P/D| are
the normal levels of forward price-earnings and price-dividends multiples, where forward refers to projected year-ahead earnings
and dividends.

This version of the constant-growth dividend discount model predicts real growth in dividends and earnings is the product of
(1 -Payout Ratio] and Km. The market's expected real rate of return is the inverse of P/£i.

must equal the average growth in dividends
per share plus average growth in P/D (when
expressed in continuously compounded
form). The dividends model provides
rational forecasts of stock returns if today's
P/D is a rational forecast of tbe P/D at the
end of the forecast horizon—tbat is, tbe P/D
multiple is long-run stable at today's level.

Obviously, it is important to examine
the rationality of tbe assumptions of a
stable normal earnings multiple, P/b ,̂ and a
stable dividends multiple, P/D. The next
section explains wh\' I believe the divi-
dends multiple is unstable.

Most scholars believe two things have hap-
pened since the early 1980s. There bas
been a decrease in the normal dividend

payout ratio and a decrease in the equity
risk premium. This section presents a
model tbat illustrates tbe effects of each of
these factors. In addition, the model helps
illustrate differences in studies, and it
explains why most scbolars believe future
real stock returns will be below their his-
toric seven percent average.

Effects of lower dividend payout. Since
the early l9f<0s, there has been a persistent
decrease in the stock market's dividend
payout ratio (see Bagwell and Shoven 1989,
Dunsby 1995, and Kama and French 2000).
Everything else tbe same, a decrease in the
normal payout ratio has two effects.' F îrst,
it leads to lower dividend yield and higher
future growth rates in dividends and earn-
ings (however, tbe sum of the two is not
affected). Second, it increases tbe dividends
multiple but it does not affect tbe normal
earnings multiple.

Initiallv assume the zero-growth divi-
dend discount model, wbere all earnings
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are paid as dividends and I'cal growth is
zero. Assume the projeeted level of normal
real earnings is $1 a share for each year in
the future (E, = E, = Ej = $1). Actual real
earnings will vary around $1 each year, but
the level of normal earnings is a constant
$1; the real growth rate is zero. The normal
dividend payout ratio, p = 1.0, is 100 per-
cent. So projected year-ahead dividends,
Dj, are Si a share. The required rate of real
return on the stock market, A'm, is seven
percent, its historic average. According to
the dividend discount model,

P=iE,*p)/(Km-g) =
($])/(0.07-0) =$14..^,

D/P + g= 0.07 + 0 = 0.07, and
P/E,^ 14.3 and P/D, - 14.3

In this formulation of the dividend dis-
count model, the expected real return is
Ej/P, the inverse of the normal P/Ej ratio.
Philips (1999) developed the model and
Siegel (1999), among others, applied it.
Example 1 in Table 2 summarizes this base
case. The value of the stock, P, is $14.3.
The sum of dividend yield plus growth is 7
percent. Rational levels of the earnings
multiple, F/E,, and the dividends multiple,
P/Dj, are 14.3 each.

Now, suppose the normal dividend
payout ratio is lowered to 60 percent, p —
0.6, which, according to Ihhotson and Chen
(2001), is the approximate average le\-el of
the actual dividend payout ratio on the S&P
500 (and its predeces.sors) from 1926 through
] 979. The remaining cash is either rein-
vested at 7 percent, the required rate of
return on stocks, or used to repurchase
common stock. Example 2 in Table 2 sum-
marizes this case. This decrease in the
payout ratio causes the dividend yield to
decrease to 4.2 percent and the real growth
rate to increase to 2.H percent [(I - 0.60) 7%],
but the sum remains 7 percent. If $0.40 of
next year's earnings [40% ot £,] is reinvested
at 7 percent, E, will be $0,028 higher than it
would be if the $1 of E, is distributed as div-
idends. Now, E, is $1 and E. is $1,028. If 40

percent of earnings g(jes to repurchase stock,
EPS grows at 2.8 percent. Whether the freed
funds are used to finance investments or
repurchase shares, normal grow th rate in real
EPS (and real DPS and real share price)
increases to 2.8 percent. The decrease in the
payout ratio increases the dividends multiple
to 23.8, hut the equilibrium stock price and
earnings multiple are not affected.

($l*0.6)/(0.07-0.028) =
$0.60/0.042 = $14.3,
/ V - F ' + ^ = 0.04.2 +

0.028 = 0.07, and
P/E, - 14.3 and P/D, - 23.8

Next, suppose the normal dividend
payout ratio is lowered to 30 percent,
which is about its current level. Example 3
summarizes this case. The dividend yield is
2.1 percent and the growth rate is 4.9 per-
cent [(1 - 0.3) 7%], but the sum remains 7
percent. The current stock price and earn-
ings multiple remain at $14.3 and 14.3,
respectively, but the dividends multiple
increases to 47.7.

($l*O.3)/(O.O7-0.049) =
$0.30/(0.021) - $14.3,
D,/P + g-- 0.021 +

0.049 = 0.07, and
= 14.3 and P/D, - 47.7

These examples illustrate that a
decrease in the (normal) payout ratio has
two consequences. Eirst, it lowers the cur-
rent dividend yield and raises future
growth rates in (per share) earnings, divi-
dends and stock price, but it does not affect
Km, which is the sum of the two. Second,
it increases the dividends multiple but not
the normal earnings multiple.

Eet us look at the implications of these
examples. Eischer Black (1976) reviews div-
idend policy and concludes that theory
provides no help in determining why firms
pay dividends or in determining the

market's optimal dividend payout policy.
Historically, the market's dividend payout
ratio has deelined sharply and unexpect-
edly since the early 1980s. Both theory and
history suggest that the market's dividend
payout ratio is unstable. An unstable
payout ratio implies an unstable dividends
multiple, which implies the dividends
model is invalid.

What ahout the earnings model?
Although an unstable dividend payout ratio
alters the portions of returns in the form of
dividend yield and growth in earnings, it
should not affect the sum of the two. In
addition, an unstable payout ratio does not
imply an unstable normal earnings multiple.

To repeat, most scholars believe that the
equity risk premium has decreased. A
decrease in the equity' risk premium
decreases the market's expected rate of
return and it raises the market's price-earn-
ings and price-dividends ratios. The market's
required rate of real return, Knt, consists of a
long-term risk-free real rate, R, plus the
equity risk premium, ERP. hi equation
form, Kn] = R + ERP. Thus a decrease in
the equity risk premium decreases the
market's retjuired rate of real return and, in
equilibrium, the market's expected rate of
real return. (Later, we discuss the possibility
that the market is overvalued.)

To establish the second consequence,
return to Table 2. In Example 1, E, equals
Dj and the real growth rate, g, is zero.
After substituting and rearranging the divi-
dend discount model implies E/P — D,/P
= Km = R+ ERP. This mode! says,
everything else the same, a decrease in the
equity risk premium decreases the market's
earnings yield, E/P, and dividend yield,
Dj/P, that is, it increases price-earnings and
price-dividends multiples.

In addition, this model predicts that
expected stock market returns vary directly
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Summary of Predictions of Long-Horizon Stock Returns

Dividends Model

Jagannathan,eta[.

Fama and French

Siegel*"

Arnott and Ryan

Average

Earnings Model

Fama & French

Brown

Average

Date

1999

Dec. 1999

Aug. 1999

Jan. 2000

Horizon DIV
Years YLD

N/S 1,36% ,+

N/S l i . 3 2 % P+

N/S 1.2% +

10-20 1.2% +

Growth

5.19% nom.dividends +

1.61% real dividends +

2.1% reaf dividends +

2% real dividends +

Revalu-
ation

Stock
Returns

6.55% nom

2.93% real

3.3% real

3.2% real

Real
Stock

, Returns

Dec. 1999

Jan. 2000

N/S 1.32%

20 .. 1.2%

+ 3.04% real earnings

+ 6.5%" nom.earnings

Earnings Equation

'Earnings Model View Nov. 2001

Middle View Nov. 2001

Irrational Markets Nov. 2001
View

10

10

1.44%

1.44%

+ 3.34% real earnings

+ 3.34% real earnings

5 p.44% 1+ 3.34% real earnings

+ 0 = 4.78%

+ -0.95% = 3.83%

+ -7.31% 1= -2.53%

a — 6.5% earnings growth = 3% real GDP + I% stock repurchases+ 2.5% inflation
b — Forl999, the yield on lO-yearTreasury inflation protection securities aweraged about 3.9%. Ten-year r)ominalTreasuries averaged 5.65%. Expected inflation averaged about 1.7S%.
c — Using another model, Siegel projects real stock returns at 3.1% to 3.7%.
N/S denotes "not stated.'

with E/P and D/P (and inversely with
price-earnings and price-dividend multiples).
Therefore, it should come as no surprise that
several studies in the stock-predictability lit-
erature conclude that long-mn stock market
returns can be partially predicted by the
market's earnings yield {or its inverse, the
price-earnings ratio) or dividend yield. These
studies typically use trailing 12-month earn-
ings or trailing dividends instead of projected
earnings or projected dividends, because of
the absence of long series on projected earn-
ings and projected dividends.'

The key points are that a decrease in the
equity risk premium first lowers the
market's long-niti expected return and,
second, raises the market's normal price-
earnings and price-dividend multiples. Fur-
thermore, because long-horizon stock

returns can be explained partially by earn-
ings yield and dividend yield, the stock-pre-
dietabilit\' literature s u ^ s t s that the equity
risk premium does indeed \'ary. Everything
else the same, today's low earnings yield and
dividend yield (or high market multiples)
thus imply low future stock returns.

Example 4 in Table 2 illustrates the
consequences of a lower equity risk pre-
mium. In this example, Km. the simi of
real risk-free rate of return and equity risk
premium, is 4.78 percent. Km of 4.78 per-
cent corresponds to a normal P/E, ratio of
20.9 U/ 20.9 = 4.78%]. Based on IBES
(Institutional Brokers Estimate System)
forecasts on November 1, 2001, projected
level of S&P 500 earnings over the next 12
months, E,, is $50.72. So, P/E, is 20.9. If
normal earnings in the next year are

$50.72, then today's normal P/E, is 20.9. If
normal earnings exceed $50.72, due to the
recession, then today's normal P/E, is
lower than 20.9. I interpret today's IBES
forecast as normal E,.''

The studies reviewed in this paper can
be understood by comparing Example 2
and Example 4. Before the early 1980s, the
normal payout ratio was 60 percent and the
expected real return on the market was
about 7 percent. Today, the payout ratio is
M) pereent and the expected real return
may be 4.78 percent. The decrease in the
equity risk premium explains today's high
level of normal market multiples. An E/P
of 4.78 percent and dividend payout of 30
percent implies D / P of i.44 pereent and
growth of .?..H percent. These examples
prove useful in explaining differences in
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studies' predictions of stocb" long-run
prospects and in critiquing the studies.

Summary of Studies;

Summary of dividend model predictions.
Table 3 summarizes four studies that pre-
dict long-run stock returns using the divi-
dend model. To repeat, theory and history
suggest that the dividend payout ratio is
unstable, in which case the dividends mul-
tiple, P/D,, is unstable and the dividend
model is invalid. Jagannathan et al. (2000),
Siegel (1999), and Fama and French (2001)
predict that the future dividend growth
rate will repeat a historic average; they do
not project faster growth due to today's
low dividend payout ratio. I'ama and
French question dividend nrodel fore-
casts—ineluding their own—due to share
repurehases and a steady decrease in divi-
dend payout ratios.

Siegel predicts that the future real divi-
dend growth rate will equal its 1946-1998
average of 2.1 percent. He uses the 2.1 per-
cent average instead of a lo\/er average
using earlier years' returns "due in part to
the higher reinvestment rati;" since 1946.
He does not increase projected growth due
to today's much lower divicend payout
despite his assertion that "p:;r share earn-
ings growth has been primarily deter-
mined by the reinvestment rate of the
firm" (p. 15). Examples 2 through 4 show
that today's long-run growth prospects
need not be higher than pre-l 980
prospects. Examples 2 and .> show that,
holding Km and the equity risk premium
constant, the decrease in thi; payout ratio
increases long-run growth. Kowever, the
decrease in Kin has at least a partially off-
setting effect on growth; the positive influ-
ence on growth of the lowe: payout ratio
is at least partially offset by the lower
market return, Km.

Amott and Ryan (2001) is the only
studv to project higher future dividend
growth due to the decrease in payout

ratios. Their best estimate projects real
dividend growth at two percent, which is
one percent above a one percent historic
growth rate.

It is important to understand that, due
to the decrease in normal payout ratio, his-
toric growth rates in real dividends under-
estimate future grow th prospects. There
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are two separate reasons for this argument.
First, the decrease in the payout ratio
increases long-run growth. For example, in
Examples 2 and 3, the decrease in the
payout ratio increases long-run growth
from 2.8 percent to 4.9 percent. Second,
the decrease in payout ratio causes an ini-
tial decrease in actual dividends from $0.60
to $0.30. In practice, the stock market's
payout ratio slowly deereased over about
two decades, so aetual dividends typically
rose slowly. Nevertheless, actual dividend
growth since the early 1980s has been
unusually low, and understates future
growth prospects. Consequently, it is not
surprising that dividends model forecasts,
which predict future growth at historic
levels, tend to be the most pessimistic.

The good news is the worst forecasts
tend to come from the dividends model, a
model that has inherent flaws. The bad
news is that earnings model forecasts are mjt
much more optimistic and, as we shall see,
earnings equation forecasts tend to be less
optimistic than earnings model forecasts.

Summary of earnings model predictions.
Table 3 summarizes two studies that predict
long-run real stock returns using the earn-
ings model. In December 1999, Fama and
French predicted real stock returns of 4.36
percent. It is the sum of a 1.32 percent divi-
dend yield and the 1950-1999 average real
earnings growth rate of 3.04 pereent; they
do not project faster earnings growth due to
today's low dividend pa}'out. Brown (2000)
predicts real stock returns of 5.2 percent, the
sum of 1.2 pereent dividend yield and 4 per-
cent real earnings growth. The four percent
real earnings growth comes from projected
three percent real gross domestic product
(GDP) growth plus one percent due to share
repurchases. Brown's prediction is more
optimistic than Fama and French's because
he predicts future earnings growth will be
one percent faster due to share repurchases.

How good are the earnings model fore-
casts.̂  They are too optimistic if the price-
earnings ratio is likely to fall. Several schol-
ars, including me, believe the normal P/E,

is likely to fall. The next section discusses
this issiie.

Recall that, everything else the same, a
decrease in the etjuity risk premium increases
market multiples, including the normal P/E,.
Consistent with this theory, several studies
conclude that E/P and D/P are positively
related to long-run future returns. This sec-
tion incorporates this literature into the
analysis of the market's long-run prospects. It
suggests that future returns are not a random
draw from past returns. Rather, future
returns tend to be negatively related to the
beginning lev el oi market multiples. When
market multiples are high, future returns
tend to be low, and vice versa. Today, tbcre-
i"bre, the last term in the earnings equation is
probably negative, in w hieh case earnings
model forecasts tend to be too optimistic.

The following dialogue helps explain
the three major competing views or scenar-
ios. For this dialogue, return to Table 2
where we assume that long-run real stock
returns—the sum of D,/P and real
growth—is the inverse of the normal P/E,.
For example, before the early 1980s the
long-run real return u as seven percent,
whieh corresponds to a normal P/E^ of
14.3. The bull market ran fn)m 1982
through 1999. Most scholars believe that,
during that span, there v̂ -as a sharp decline
in the equity risk premium. In late 1999
and early 2000, the market's P/E, was in
the low thirties, which corresponds to
expected real stock returns of about three
percent. In late 1999 and early 2000, Siegel
(1999) and Arnott and Ryan (2001) pre-
dicted a negative equity risk premium—
expected stock returns below long-term
bond returns. After peaking in March 2000,
tbe stock market fell sharply. As of
November 1, 2001, the S&P 500 was at
1060 and the P/E, was 20.9, which corre-
sponds to real stock returns of 4.78 percent.

What happens from here? The earnings
equation forecasts in Table 3 summarize
three competing views that differ only in
their prediction about the ending nonnal
P/Ej. These views represent three different
scenarios for the stock market. According to
the earnings model view, the equity risk pre-
mium has been permanendy lowered such
that today's P/E, of 20.9 is the new long-rvm
normal level. Henceforth, long-run real stock
returns will average about 4.78 percent.' In
the earnings equation, the last term is zero,
meaning the predicted normal P/E, at the
end of the forecast horizon is today's P/Ej.

The middle view sa) s the nonnal P/E,
will likely fall. In the next ten years, it will
likely revert t<5u ard, but not all the v\'ay t(j,
its "old" nonnal level of about 14.3. It will
settle at a new level of perhaps 19. If normal
P/K, falls from 20.9 to 19 over ten > ears, the
last term in the earnings equation is -0.95
percent per year. Real stock return will be
0.95 percent less than the sum of dividend
yield and growth in real EPS. The model's
point estimate sa>s real stock retums will be
3.83 percent for the next ten years.

The "irrational markets" view says the
stock market is overvalued. The normal
P/Ei will revert all the way to 14.3, and the
reversion will likely occur within a rela-
tively short period of time, perhaps five
years. I believe this reflects the view of
Campbell and Shiller (1998) and Shiller
(2000) in Irrational Exuhenuice. If normal
P/E, falls from 20.9 to 14.3 in five years,
the revaluation term is -7.31 percent, and
expected real returns are negative.

What are the merits of each view? We
cannot reject the earnings model view.
Economists long have been puzzled by the
size of the equity risk premium (see Mehra
and Prescott 1986, and Kocherlakota 1996).
In addition, several developments may
ha\ e contributed to a real stock return that
is permanendy lower than 7 percent and
thus a nonnal P/E, tbat is permanentl)'
higher than 14.3. These include (1) (appar-
ently) better control of the business cycle
and (2) lower transaction costs, including
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the growth of index funds and electroni-
cally traded funds.

Although we cannot reject the earnings
model view, the evidence from the market-
predictability literature best supports the
"middle" view. Contributions to this
research include Fama and French (1988,
1989), Campbell and Shiller ( 988),
Poterba and Summers (1988), McQueen
and Thorley (1991), Goetzmann and jorion
(1993), and Barberis (200(1) among others.
In Reichenstein and Rich (I9V4), we try to
summarize this rigorous research in a user-
friendly fashion. This literature suggests
that the equity risk premium s slowly
mean reverting. The equity risk premium
will likely slowly increase. Af:er nearly two
decades of superlative returns, in early
2000 investors had underestimated stocks'

risks. Since then, investors' perceptions of
stock market risk have Increased, risk toler-
ances have fallen, the equity risk premium
has risen, and the normal P/Ej has fallen
from the low thirties to 20.9. Furthermore,
as the adjustment process continues the
normal P/E, will decline from today's level,
but it will not decline to 14.3.

Tbe middle view says the market's
normal P/E, will fall. Hut how far will it
fall and how quickly? Fama and French
were smart enough to avoid a point esti-
mate, which they call "a task fraught with
measurement error." Arnott and Bernstein
(2001) "choose not to go down the slippery
slope of valuation." 1 am not that smart. I
venture a guess, in part to provide an idea
of what I believe the stock-predictability
literature suggests is most likely to happen.

My hunch is the market's P/E, will fall
from its current (November 1, 2001) level
of about 20.9 to 19 over the next decade, it
will decline by 0.95 percent a year.

The key point is that the earnings model
forecasts are too optimistic if the market's
P/E, is likely to fail. The scholars whose
works are summarized in Table 3 not only
are aware of the possibility of a failing P/E,,
but many also express their concerns. Based
on the earnings model, Amott and Ryan
(2001) predict "real returns up to tbe }.2 per-
cent range, -Assumitig rhur current viiluiition
levels hold'' (p. 63, italics in the original).
Amott and Bernstein (2001) "choose not to
go down the slippery slope of valuation, even
though we believe that valuation matters" (p.
12, italics in original). Their decisions to
place the qualifications in italics are clear
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Impact of Lower Real Returns on

Annual Savings Needed for Retirement

Age

65

_ 65

50

50

50

50

40

40

40

40

30

30

Portfolio's Real
Return

3.5%

5.0%

3.5%

5.0%

3.5%

5.6%
3.5%

5.0%
.,.

3.5%

5.0%

3.5%

~™1.0%

Annual Savings

NA

$34,319

$23,482

$25,930

$14,306

$21,157

$14,765

$15,295

$8,008

$12,360

$7,802

Beginning Wealth

$852,918
- 5739,932

$100,000

$100,000

$200,000

$200,000

$0
"''"

$0

$100,000

$100,000

$0

$0

Wealth at 65

S852,918

§739,932

$852,918

$739,932

$852,918

$739,932

$852,918

$739,932^

$852,918

$739,932

$852,918

$739,932
For [he given real relutn on portfolio.age.anct beginning wealth, this table ptouides the annual real savings needed In order to
withdraw a teal income of $50,000 per yeai for 25 years beginning at age 65. Wealth at 65 denotes the teal wealth needed to tYieet
[he target retirement real income of S50,000 per year for 25 years,
NA denotes "not applicable."

expressions of concern. Fama and French
caution readers that tlieir low estimates of
rciil stock returns from the earnings and divi-
dends models "are probably too
high....[T]he 1999 expected return estimates
arc unbiased measures of near-terai expecta-
tions only if the expected stock return has
fallen to a permanently lower level, exjiected
to remain constant for the indefinite
future....lf the expected stock return is mean
reverting,...our low 1999 expected return
estimates overstate near-term expected
returns" (p. 15).

In a related empirical study, Cilampbell
and Shiller {iy9H) conclude that stock price
growth in the next decade can be partially
predicted by a beginning price-earnings
ratio. '1 heir P/E ratio is current price
divided by ten-year average real earnings,
where the ten-year average is an estimate of
normal earnings and thus the normal P/E
ratio. In short, theory and empirical evi-
denee suggest that future multi-year stoek

appreciation is negatively related to the
beginning price-earnings ratio. Because
today's P/E ratio—whether defined on for-
ward earnings or average actual earnings—
is « eil above its historic average, current
stock prospects appear well below average.

For the Record

The predictions from prior studies listed in
Table ^ were made before the sharp
decrease in the S&P 500 that began in
March 2000. Today's normal P/K, is lower
than it was in 1999 and carly 2000 when
these predictions were made. Because the
stock predictability literature implies that
the beginning normal P/E, affects long-run
stock prospects, it is important to update
old predietions to reflect today's lower
multiples. This pt)ints out another problem
with the earnings model that is not shared
by the earnings equation.

Suppose the normal P/E, is 30 and stock
prices crash 50 percent overnight. After the
crash, the normal P/E, is 15. How does the
crash affect the projected level of the stock
index in, say, ten years? According to the
earnings model, the projected level of the
stock index ten years hence is 50 percent
lower after the crash than before; projected
earnings growth remains at the same his-
toric level and the projected P/E; ratio ten
years hence is 15. This is a serious weak-
ness of the earnings model (and the same
objection applies to the dividends model).

The stock-predictability literature sug-
gests that the generous stock returns from
1982 tiirough 1999^due in large part to a
dramatic rise in P/E,—will likely be fol-
lowed by below average returns over the
next decade, or longer. Even if the normal
P/E, remains at today's elevated level,
expected stock returns are below average.
If the normal P/E, falls, stock prospects are
wt)rse. Ciood times tend to follow bad
times, and bad times tend to follow good
times. In this case, the good times and bad
times are measured in decades.

The predictions in the bottom third of
Table 3 are based on a specific version of
the dividend discount model. Here, I pres-
ent more general predictions of ten-year
real returns on the S&P 500. The predic-
tions are based on the earnings equation:

lO-ycar real stock return =
(D,/Pj -i- ig EPS) + (Percent

Change in nornuil P/E,)

There is virtually no disagreement
about the size of the projeeted dividend
yield over the next year. It is about 1.4 per-
cent.

The estimate of growth in EPS is esti-
mated as the sum of four parts:

gGDP -f New Age - Leakage +
Change Payout Ratio

The gGDP denotes growth rate of real
GDP. I estimate that the economv will
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grow between 2.5 percent and 3.5 percent
over the long run. The point estimate is
three percent.

"New Age" denotes the additional long-
run growth in EPS due to recent technologi-
cal advances. According to nen'-age advo-
cates, we are entering a new era of growth
that will spur earnings growth, and thus jus-
tifies today's high valuations. ]iut Siegel
(1999) argues that even if output grows
faster, EPS growth will not follow. He says,
"Over the long run, the returr s to techno-
logical progress have gone to workers in the
form of higher real wages, while the return
per unit <rf capital has remained essentially
unchanged. Real output growth could spur
growth in per-share earnings only if it were
'capital enhancing,' in the growth tenninol-
ogy, which is contrary to the lahor-aug-
menting and wage-enhancing technological
change that has marked the historical data."
I dismiss the new-age argument and esti-
mate this component at zero percent.

Amott and Bernstein (2001) and Arnott
and Ryan (2001) argue that earnings of listed
common stocks will grow slov/er than total
business profits. Much of the new growth in
a capitalist society comes froir non-listed
firms. Therefore, on average, earnings of
listed stocks will grow slower than the econ-
omy. This is the "Leakage" teî m. Arnott and
Ryan (2001) estimate it at one to two per-
cent. Much of future growth \i'ill come from
firms that currently are not listed on an
esehange. However, many venture capital
firms fail, so the average retun on venture
capital is far helow the average; return on
venture capital firms that attain IPO status.
Furthermore, most of the increase in wealth
fi-om these firms comes after the IPO. Due
to the price impact of block trides, institu-
tional investors may not be ahle to invest in
small-cap and miero-cap stocks, so leakage
may he substantial for institutions. However,
individual investors can invest across firm
sizes, so leakage need not be a major concern
for individuals, I estimate leak^e at zero to
one percent for individual invii:stors, with a
point estimate of zero.

"Change Payout Ratio" denotes the addi-
tional long-run growth today compared
with pre-1980 due to today's lower payout
ratio. 1 estimate it at 0.5 percent, the approx-
imate difference hetween long-run growth
in examples 2 and 4 of Table 2. Combining
the four components of gEPS produces a
range of estimates from three to four per-
cent. The point estimate is 3.5 percent.

The range of estimates for "Percent
Change" in normal P/E, is -3 percent to 0
percent with a point estimate of-1 percent.
Assuming today's nonnal P/E, is 20.9, this
corresponds to ending normal P/E, ratios of
15.4 to 20,9, with a point estimate of ahout
19. The point estimate is not in the middle
of the range. This implies that, although an
ending nonnal P/E, of 19 is most likely, the
downside risk from today's valuation level is
larger than the upside potential.

The range of point estimates for the real
return is 1.4 percent to 5,4 percent, with a
point estimate of 3.9 percent. Because
today's real yield on ten-year Treasury
infiation protection seeurities (TIPS) is
about three percent, this implies that the
S&P 500 will likely heat bonds by about
one percent a year over the next decade.

This section discusses six investment impli-
cations of lower real stock retums. For dis-
cussion of additional implications, see
Evensky (2001) and Reichenstein (2001),

The first implication is that financial
planners should try to change investors'
returns expectations. We must adjust to
market prospects; market returns do not
adjust to our needs.

The second implication is that individu-
als need to save more to reach their retire-
ment goals. Table 4 illustrates the impact
of lower returns on the amount of annual
savings required to reach an annual real
income goal during retirement. The retire-
ment goal is to be able to withdraw a real
income of $50,000 a year for 25 years

beginning at age 65. Social Security and
dcfined-benefit plans may provide addi-
tional income. For each scenario. Table 4
presents the annual savings amounts
needed to satisfy the goal when the portfo-
lio's real retums are i.5 pereent and 5 per-
cent, respectively. Assuming a 60 percent
stock and 40 percent bond portfolio, this
portfolio historically produced an a\'erage
real return of about 5 percent, while it may
produce a 3.5 percent real return looking
forw ard," All figures are in real dollars.

'Fhe first two rows indicate the real
wealth needed at age 65 in order to meet the
$50,000 annual withdrawal. Assuming five
percent real retums, $739,932 was needed at
age 65 to achieve the annual $50,000 goal. At
3,5 percent, $852,918 is needed, or ahout 15
percent more. For a given retirement nest
egg, a retiree can afford a lower standard of
living when real rates are 3,5 percent than
when they were 5 percent.

The next two rows indicate the annual
savings needed by a 50-year-old person
who currently has $100,000 in savings. To
satisfy the retirement goal, this individual
must save $34,319 a year when the real
return is 3.5 percent, while he or she only
needs to save $23,482 a year when the real
rate is 5 percent. Assuming $200,000 in
eurrent savings, the annual savings
amounts are $25,930 at 3.5 percent and
$14,306 at 5 percent.

For someone younger than retirement
age, there are two reasons why the
re(|uired annual savings amount is higher
when real returns are 3.5 percent instead of
5 percent. First, due to the lower real rate
of return, each dollar of savings is worth
less at age 65, and, second, more dollars are
needed at age 65, Lower real rates have a
double-whammy effect on the amount of
annual savings needed to satisfy the retire-
ment goal. For example, someone age 40
(with no beginning wealth) must save 43
percent more each year wben the real rate
is 3,5 percent instead of 5 percent.

The third investment implication is to
minimize investment expenses. Individuals
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get to keep after-tax net returns. Although
they cannot influence gross returns, they
have substantial influence on the invest-
ment expenses, which is the difference
between gross returns and after-tax net
returns. Investment expenses include trad-
ing costs when trading individual seeuri-
ties, loads and expense ratios when invest-
ing in mutual funds, and taxes. Taxes are
often the largest investment expense, yet
they may be the most controllable. Before
retirement, individuals should maximize
savmgs in tax-favored accounts such as
401(k)s, Keoghs and Roth IRAs. For assets
held in taxable accounts, tax efficiencv
means, when possible, not realizing capital
gains and realizing losses.

Fourth, do not try to make up for
reduced market rewards by concentrating
the portfolio. Do not make large bets on
one sector or, worse yet, one stock. The
technology crash should have reinforced
this timeless lesson for victims and non-vic-
tims alike.

Fifth, consider lowering the portfolio's
stock weight. Looking forward, real stock
returns are below historic averages, while
real bond returns are above historic aver-
ages. Although the optimal target mix of
stocks and bonds depends upon precise
estimates of these asset classes' expected
returns, standard deviations, and the corre-
lation between their returns, most opti-
mizations would suggest stock allocations
that arc perhaps 10 percent to 15 percent
smaller than usual.

Sixth, consider expanding the asset
classes beyond stocks and traditional bonds.
Several alternative asset classes are available.
Two deserve special merit. The first is infla-
tion-linked bonds. Many scholars consider
these bonds to be a separate asset class from
the traditional bonds discussed in the prior
paragraph. When inflation increases, prices
of stocks and traditional bonds usuallv fall,
while inflation-linked bond priees should be
unaffected. Consequently, inflation-linked
bonds should provide better di\'ersification
benefits with stocks than traditional bonds.

The second is equity real estate. Tradition-
ally, returns on real estate have been weakly
correlated with returns on stoeks and bonds.

Several noted scholars recently have con-
cluded that long-run real stock returns will
likely fall below historic levels. In addition,
the equity risk premium is likely to be well
below historic levels, possibl}' negative.
These return forecasts come fnmi two
models. The good news is that the dividends
model, which usually produces the most pes-
simistic forecasts, is faulty. However, the
earnings model also predicts that fumre
returns will be l}elow historic levels. In addi-
tion, earnings model forecasts are too opti-
mistic if the market normal P/E, will fall,
which appears likely. The bottom line is that
there is theoretical and empirical support for
the scholars' consensus view that forward-
looking real stock returns (and ei]uity risk
premium) will be below historic levels.

More important, this paper provides a
framework for predicting future returns.
Differenees in specific predictions usually
can be traced to differences in predietions of
specific components of the earnings equa-
tion. This framework should prove helpful
in reducing the range of forecasts at a given
financial planning firm. Moreover, unless
financial planners' predictions differ sub-
stantially from recent predictions of most
scholars, then the planners will have to face
the prospects of diminished stock returns.

Finally, this paper discusses the invest-
ment implications of lower real stock
returns. First, financial phuuiers should try
to adjust investors' return expectations.
Second, most individuals need to save mueh
more to meet a given retirement lifestyle,
and some current retirees must reduce their
annual expenditures. Third, individuals
should minimize investment expenses. By
reducing expenses, including taxes, investors
can reap a larger share of the reduced market
returns. Fourth, investors should not try to

make up for reduced market rewards by con-
centrating the portfolio in a few sectors or in
a few individual securities. Finally, individu-
als should consider reducing their stock
exposure and expanding their portfolios'
assets beyond stocks and traditional bonds,
into promising asset classes such as inflation-
linked bonds and real estate.

1. Although it is slightly more accurate to
use compounding—such as (1.0384)
(1.0304) (\+ % change in normal P/E)
- (1.1033)—this study uses the simpler
arithmetic form (such as 3.84% + 3.04%
-I- % change in normal P/E) to be consis-
tent with most of this research. The
3.41 percent reflects this simplification,
but "errors" introduced by this simplifi-
cation are too small to change the con-
clusions from the studies.

2. The e:imings model view, which is dis-
cussed later, may help clarify this para-
graph and the statistical term "long-run
stable." The earnings model predicts ten-
year real stock returns of 4.78 percent,
the sum of D//* and growth in real earn-
ings. This is an optimal stock returns pre-
diction only if the best prediction of the
normal P/E at the end of the forecast
horizon is 20.9, today's normal P/E. A
normal P/E that is long-run stable at 20.9
means that, although shocks to the stock
market will cause the normal P/E to be
temporarily above or below this level, it
will tend to revert toward this normal
level. Therefore, for long forecast hori-
zons, the best prediction of the ending
normal P/E level is today's level. The
earnings model predictions are unbiased.

3. The normal dividend payout ratio is
dividends divided by normal earnings.
When actual earnings are cyclically low,
the actual payout ratio exceeds the
normal payout ratio.

4. Assuming KH) pereent dividend payout
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ratio, real earnings growth U zero and
nominal growth, Gnom, is ihe expected
inflation rate. El: Gnom = EL Nominal
risk-free rate, Rnom, is the sum of the real
risk-free rate, R, and c.\jx:ct';d inflation—
that is, Rnom - R + EL V le nominal
required rate of return on the market,
Rm, is Rnam plus the ctjuity risk pre-
mium, ERP: Rin - Rnom f ERP. The
denominator of the dividend.1 discount
model is the spread: Rm - Gnom.
Beeause expected inflation is in Rnom and
Gnom, the spread simplific; to R + ERP,
the expected real return on the market.

5. tyPequals Lim in all examples in Fable 2,
while D,/P does not. Theor;/ suggests that
the decrease in the dividend payout ratio
altered the liistoric relationship l">etween
D,/P and stock returns. TliJ:; is another
faaor favoring stock predictions based on
the earnings model ijistead of the dividends
model and stock predictions b;ised on E,/P
(or P/E,) instead of D,/P (or P/D,).

6. The business cycle hiis much less influence
on forward earnings estimates than on
trailing actual earnings. 'Fhus, the forward
P/E tends to be a much lx;rt jr estimate of
the normal P/E ratio than trsiling P/E.

7. I set the earnings model forecast at 4.78
percent or 1/20.9. The 4.7.̂  percent need
not be the best forecast of the sum of
dividend yield and growth in earnings.
The key is that the middle and irra-
tional markets predictions differ in that
they project a lower ending normal P/E
ratio and thus lower retur is.

8. Historically, real returns cm stocks and
bonds averaged about 7 percent and 2
percent, while current projections are
about 3.9 pereent and 3 percent, respec-
tively. These correspond lo portfolio
real returns of 5 percent historically and
about 3.5 percent looking forward.
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